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ABSTRACT

*Kedhung Rumeksa ri Wengi* is a written text using Javanese language and alphabet. It is included in a script of *Primbon Suku Tengger* 07.192 M dan 07.194 M which is one of Mpu Tantular Museum collections in East Java. It is interesting to study this object since it contains religious sense of Islam although it came from a region which maintains Hindu-Budha belief. The indication of Islam religion is in the shape of metaphors of some prophet names and some Nabi Muhammad’s close-friends. The study aims to produce a text editing and find out the metaphoric meanings in this text.

This study used a single script method in a diplomatic text editing method. Metaphor in the text is examined based Paul Ricoeur’s metaphoric concept. The study concluded that metaphor in *Kedhung Rumeksa ri Wengi* is a text taught by the principle of *manunggaling kawula Gusti*.
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